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~HE :IAIN ISSUE BEHINDTHES1'UDENTDEJ:ONSTRATIONSHEREIN TI;E;~'IE; 1'4
has surely not boen whether the techhicalities of the University discip-

linary procedure have been properly observed, in the case of the students

interviewed after the visit of Enoch Powell. The main issue isn't to do

wi~h~hetechnicalities of the procedure, but with whether the procedure

should exist at &1\: ~ITether the Unjversity Administration should have

any jurisdiction over students in non-academic matters, and especially

in the matter of disturbances, or whatever you like to call them, which

are politically motivated.

That students can be, in certain circumstances, protected from exposure

to the police and to civil law is, no doubt, thought of by the Adminis-. {

tration as a privilege. But in fact' this privilege, apart from separat-

ing students as a group f~om the rest of the population (and that is one

good argument against it), also takes away from st~dents the power to

make their political actions be seen as, precisely, political. For the

Administrntion, by protecting students from the police and the law, is
, .

able to turn D-gainst itself, a poli tical:~es.ture in fD-ct directed at, say,

Enoch Powell, or the police, or whoever. By insisting on treating a pol-

~~ itical ~est~re - such as throwing bri iron bar at a politician's, car

simply as a discourtesy to visitors, to the ~niversity, or as,a piece of

motiveless student irresponsibility, the':Administrc:.tion can effectively

conceal the political content of the gec.tuve.

And it must be made clear that the only:way out of this situation. is the. '

total abolition of all non-academic University discipline. It's no good,

saying, for example, that the Administration should retain jurisdiction

over political gestures that are particularly irresponsible, or over of-

fences that are not political in content. No likely definition of irres-

ponsibility in political matters - certainly none laid down by the Admin-

istration - is going to be acceptable to someone who thinks th&t Enoch

Powell retails a more than usually offensive brand of political obscenity, '

and that throwing an iron bar at him is a very valid response to this ob-

scenity. No definition of irresponsibility which starts off by defining

violent political action as irresponsible will be any basis for the re-

tention of University jurisdiction over political action. And any defin-
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r ~~on will be based in some way on the.maintenance of a political status~, which a student, if.he opposes it, must make sure he ~s seen to op-

pose; he mustn't allow his political actions to be made to appear non-

political.

And neither will any argument for keeping University discipline for ~-
poli tical offences b'e acceptable; for this \-1illdepend on what will be at

best an arbitrary definition of vlhat is political action. Certainly w_ho-

ever broke the bank window would be perfectly justified in claiming that

as a political act; and any act of petty theft or petty vandalism should

be open to that interpretation; one should be able to claim, that is,
, ,

that stealing from the University, or dcimaging its property,. is a politi-

cal nct. The same claim could be made for the persistent violation of

the,parking regulations. The e~fectiveness of all this, as political act-

ion, is not to the point.

Now if this sort of action is going to be argued as political in content,

the argument will be that the theft or vandalism or violation of rules,

" though i.ts'immediate context is the Unive'rsi.ty,is aimed tltthe State
, ..

whic~ contro~s the University. And the only ,appropriate way it can be '.

.dealt. \-1ith'~? through the 'state legal machi~ery, the police and the civil

courts .This vlould make sure that the pol.itical nat'lre of the' offence -

if it is claimed as political, as Clgesture; that is, against the State -, .

would be brought into the open: the provQGation would then be seen to Qe

not 9nly or t4e University Administration, but, through the University,

~f the police, and, through the police, of the state.

':

To sum up, then, 'any sort of non-cooperative action must be able to be

...argued and understood as political; and this argument won't be effective
, , .. '

until the University Administration can be stopped from turning against

itself action aimed beyond ii. You should be able to claim your violence,

,;oryour'vandalism, as a political act; and, if you do, you should make

sure, that that is what it is seen to be.
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